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Forget touchscreens. 
This is an age of 
toggle switches. 
rubber buttons. and 
keyboards that look 
like you should be 
playing Granny's 
Garden on them. 

No holograms or flat 
screens - chunky, 
two-tone monitors 
are the rule. This 
extends to all of the 
game's technology. 
Including your 
hacking tool. 

Postcards and 
magazines 

This is a world 
where iPads never 
happened, and paper 
still exists. What a 
thought! You'll find 
old-style dead tree 
media like this on 
desks and in lockers. 

right before the alien made its 
entrance. In the final game, you may 
have to complete this 
straight forward puzzle under more 
substantial duress. 

The device itself is the lovechild of 
a \Vorl<l \Var II radio and an old 
school portable TV - another nod to 
the original film's take on 
technology-and after tuning it in .. 

attention to derail on Creative 
Assembly's part. User interface 
designer Jon Mc Kellan explains that 
they have created nothing for the 
game that could nor be created on a 
movie lot in 1979: this is a vision of 
the future as it was thought ofin the 
past, with none of Prom;tbms's 
holographic interfaces or flying 
scanning balls. Think BBC .\Iicro 
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AvPArcade Allen vs. Predator Allens: 
Release 1984 Release 1994 Release 1996 Release 1999 Colonial Marines 
The Spectrum Alien The height of '90s Answers the question The game that most Release 2013 
game was effective comic-book Alien: "what would happen notably figured out Dodgy Al and a wonky 
despite its simplicity, It's basically Contra if Ripley was played that the motion pace made this a high- 
thanks to clever with xenomorphs. bytheOoommarine?" tracker is scarier than profile failure. It'll be 
randomisation: you Substantially less A decent shooter, but the monster itself. A a while before anyone 
never knew when the scary than the dodgy not a great fit for the serious attempt to nail revisits Cameron's 
alien would attack. arcades you'd find it in. subject matter. the atmosphere. take on the series. 
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